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A bstract perform the upset threshold comparative tests and
An approach for estimation of ion-induced SEU software simulation research under focused and local

threshold based on local laser irradiation is presented- laser beam irradiation with various laser pulse
Comparative experiment and software simulation duration, tat is te main issue of this work
research were performed at various pulse duration and II. CALCULATION METHOD
spot size. Correlation of single event threshold LET to
upset threshold laser energy under local iadiation To determine the correlation in results obtained
was found. under local and focused laser irradiation the

"DIODE-2C" software simulator with cylindrical
I. INTRODUCTION symmetry was used. Ts 2-D software simulator

allowed to reduce calculation time without essential
Prediction methods of ion-induced single event loss in the adequacy of charge collection process

upsets (SEU) are based on cross section vs. linear simulation for various test structures. Upset threshold
energy transfer (LET) dependence [1]. The ain was detennined under different conditions (diameter
parameter of this dependence is LET threshold. LET of laser spot, supply voltage, time duration and so on).
threshold cletennination in accelerator tests is rather The common structure used in computer
complex and expensive. SEU threshold prediction by simulation has cylindrical symmetry and is presented
software simulation requires taking into account in Fig. 1. We used several types of test structures
numerous characteristics wl-dch are very difficult to (Table 1) with different number of p-n junctions and
identify. Application of picosecond focused laser wells, sizes of p-n junctions, their location and values
simulation tests is limited because of the influence of of resistor R and capacitor C.
optical effects (reflection, diffmction, metal leads Tlie results of computer simulation are presented
shadowing etc.) and the necessity of IC cp surface in Tble 2 The data in the second column were
scanning in order to find out the most sensitive area calculated for the trek radius of 02 �Lm. LET
[2,3]. prediction results were obtained for local laser

Laser tests Iiinitations can be essentially reduced if irradiation with spot radius equal to 12 pm from the
local laser irradiation laser spot diameter about following equations:
10-100 W) is used instead of focused one. However, LET. = kD-A^ ; (1)
the new problems arise, namely the difference in LET, = ki-Dilp; (2)
charge collection processes under local and focused where k, kp are proportionality coefficients, D is a
laser irradiatior-L In fact, charge from focused laser upset threshold laser dose, A, is a sensitive p-n
beam is collected by drift funnelling mechanism) in junction area, AP is laser iadiated local area, is a
sensitive volume 4 Carge collection by p-n photocurrent peak value for the whole circuit Ile
structures adjacent to sensitive volume affects upset value of D was determined from te condition that
threshold under local irradiation. To determine the voltage peak on central pin is equal to I V.
correlation between these cases it is necessary to It can be seen from Table 2 that the prediction

technique based on equation (1) is more adequate than
Table I the second one. In spite of the fact that A, correlates

Parameters of computer simulated structure
Region Type of structure U U

1 2 3 4 RI C, R2
1071'- p, ioI5 I �0

P, 10 0 1r2 r rdorc�� 25 *m
2 N, 1019 P, 09 P, 09 N, FO =tm7-
r, xzI, p-m 44.4 4xO.4 2xO.4 3 x.4 Z, 2
UN 5 -5 -5 1 5 Z2_ 3 4
3 none N, 10" N, 10" P, 10"
r2XZ2, P-Tn 7x4 7x4 14x8
4 none N, 10 I 0Tr_ none
r3J4, PM 10,20 10,20
5 R I 0 P, 1019 -F I- 7 I none 50,
1'5,r6, 111 8,20 12,15 12,15 r0m
UN 5 -5 -5 Fig. 1. Computer simulated structure
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Table 2 Em. 25 -

Computer simulation results of threshold SEU using ni
local Lser iradiation tests 20 - (Pos-1)

Type of LET, DID. 1,, A,1A, Estiffabon (pos.2)

structure MoV T.1 mA 15 6 -tr 4 -i-
.&/mg n$ (Pos, 1)

1, RIKC-IpF 17 15.5 10.2 0.111 9.3 8.1

R I KC-0 I pF 6.4 7.55 5.59 0.111 4.5 7.2 10

2, R-lKC-IpF 77 179 213 0.111 107 44.6 5
3, R=IYC=IpF 76 522 35.8 0.029 78 77

4, R I KC= I pF 93 297 22.6 0.063 100 70

R-I&C-O.IpF 15. 72.9 11.7 0.063 24.6 32.9 0 50 100 150

IR-IO&C-0-1pF I1 2 1 33.5 1 8.25 0.063 11.3 21.6 1 Spot diameter, gm

with SEU saturation cross section, for some ICs it is Fig.2. Threshold Laser energy as a function of laser

rather difficult to determine the relation A�Ap. So, the spot diameter for 537RU6

technique using te value of photocurrent peak in were obtained for local picosecond hwwr tests.

power supply circuit may be preferable. Predicted SEU threshold LET values based on the

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS equation (1) are listed in Table 3 The sensitive p-n

junction area is determined from Cf-252 experiment
Two types of laser simulators CTICO-M" and (saturation cross section per bit). SEU threshold LET

RADON-5E") was used as the radiation sources 5]. determined from focused picosecond tests was equal

The first one generated picosecond pulses with to 24 MeV-cm2/mg. One can see a satisfactory

duration Tp = 10 ps and wavelength X=1.055 m. correlation between this value and results presented in
"RADON-5E" was used to generate nanosecond laser Table 3.

pulses ith Tp=12 ns and X=1.079 �Lm. We varied the

diameter of laser spot by locating device under test at IV. CONCLUSION
different distance from focused beam waist.

Upset threshold laser energy as a function of spot ne computer analysis of local laser irradiation of

diameter in CMOS RAM 537RU6 (4Kxl) is shown in IC structures was developed for SEU threshold T

Fig.2 for nanosecond laser iadiation. Curve I estimation The correlation of local laser threshold

corresponds to the case when the centre of laser spot is energy with SEU treshold LET was shown. Two

located at the most sensitive area of the memory cell estimation techniques were suggested. Te first one is

storing "I". Curve 2 is similar to previous one but for based on the determination of local laser threshold

tl-ie opposite logic state "O" of memory cell. Curve 3 dose taking into account the relation of sensitive area

,was obtained for logic state "O" of memory cell (as for to local irradiated area. he second technique uses the

curve 2 and for location of laser spot in the center of photocurrent peak value instead of this relation.

memory cell. agreement between the predicted and experimental

One can see that the dependencies curve I and results demonstrates the applicability of this approach
curve 2 are practically constant for small laser spot

diameter (less than 25 Wn). liesc data correspond to REFERENCES

the case wen spot area is less then SEU saturation [1] E.D. Petersenl997 IEEE NSREC IEEE Nuclear
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sensitive area. In spite of these differences, treshold Snowmass Conference Center, Snowmass
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Table 3. [31 S.Buchner, et al., IEEE Trans. on Nucl. Si., Vol.
Prediction of SEU thr-eshold using local laser 43, No.2, pp. 678-686, Apr. 1996.

irradiation for 537RU6 [4] C.A.Gossett, et al., IEEE Trans. on Nclear

Diameter of Predicted SEU threshold from local Science, Vol. 3 9 No.6, pp. 1647-1653, Dec. 1996.
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#1 #2 #3

100 17.4 24.1 19.9

80 17.4 25.9 21.2

60 19.6 29.2 24.5
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